Introduction
The motivation for this study is a property of the class .///of all sets of absolute convergence (of a trigonometric series whose sum of coefficients is infinite): an increasing countable union of compact (or J) 4 -sets is an ./g-set (Host-M61a-Parreau [8] ). Is it still true for any increasing countable union of ./g-sets? This problem was posed by J. Arbault in [1] . It led me to study in general the operation of increasing countable union, and to a precise study of the class /and various related classes of thin sets. My Th.se de Doctorat [11] , under the supervision of A. Louveau, contains some of the ideas developed in this paper.
Stability under finite union or countable union of classes of thin sets naturally introduced in harmonic analysis (e.g., sets of uniqueness [2] or Helson sets [18] ) are classical problems (most of them are collected in the appendix of [17] ). On the other hand, the stability of these classes under increasing countable union, to my knowledge, has never been studied. This paper can be considered as mixing harmonic analysis and descriptive set theory, in the same vein as the work done, in the study of sets of uniqueness, on tr-ideals and the operation of countable union [13] . But contrary to the operation of countable union, the operation of increasing countable union has no good descriptive properties [3] . In particular this operation is not idempotent, and to iterations are needed in general to obtain the closure of a class under this operation. The general study of the operation of increasing countable union and of related operations is done, from a combinatorial point of view, in [12] . The notion of a set of absolute convergence was introduced by P. Fatou in 1906 [7] and was successively studied by N. Lusin 1912 [19] , V. V. Niemytzki 1926 [22] , Marcinkiewicz 1938 [21] , R. Salem 1941 [23] , J. Arbault 1952 [1] , J. E. Bj6rk and R. Kaufman 1967 [18] and B. Host, J.-F. M61a 
and F Parreau
In the second section, we show that the inclusions between classes proved in the first section are strict. In particular, we prove the existence of a set of resolution (even d)which is not a set of absolute convergence (this should be compared with the fact that all dC-d, sets of resolution are of absolute convergence). This last problem was posed by N. Bary more than thirty years ago.
In the third section, we study the properties of non stability of our classes of thin sets. Increasing countable union and its iterates are examples of Hausdorff operations. In [12] we have defined an order on Hausdorff operations which compares their respective power. Among the classes which lack some properties of stability under Hausdorff operations (e.g., increasing countable union or finite union), we have singled out the ones we call the antistable classes which have no stability property whatsoever (except those shared by all classes): a class is antistable only if the order of inclusion between its images under the Hausdorff operations is equivalent to the order of the Hausdorff operations. In fact we transform a negative property (not to be stable under finite or increasing countable union) in a positive property (to be antistable) which allows us to build many examples of sets. We prove that the class of sets of absolute convergence and most of the other classes considered in this paper are indeed antistable. This result, which can be considered as very negative by harmonic analysts and which may explain why so many related notions have been introduced to study M/, can also be viewed as a transfer theorem which gives a uniform way of building very complicated (or exotic) thin sets in harmonic analysis. In particular it allows us to solve the original problem of J. Arbault (and prove that 0) iterations are needed to obtain the closure of d//under increasing countable union) and also allows us to present some similar results for other classes of thin sets in the fourth section (e.g., pseudo Dirichlet sets [2] or asymptotic H-sets [20] ). In that final part, we introduce the notion of asymptotic Dirichlet sets, which provides examples of "large" weak Dirichlet sets. 1 . Definitions [23] . The converse was proved by J. E. Bj6rk and R. Kaufman independently [17] . B. Host, J.-F. M61a and F. Parreau stated the theorem in the present form [8] Proof. Define ,.(T) --, (T) by (X) X X {x y; x, y e X}.
The group generated by X is the increasing union over n e to of )(X). So it is enough to prove that if X is an analytic /-set, then X-X is also a '-set.
Let/x be a positive measure in .'(T) and g* be the corresponding outer measure. Define C (T) -R + by C(X) tz*(X-X). One easily checks that C is a capacity. By Choquet's capacitability theorem, for every analytic subset of" T, /z(X-X) sup /z(K-K). Proof In order to prove that c_ ', let X {x T; Ec n cos(2zrnx a n) converges} where limsupno c n > 0. Thus there exists e > 0 and a strictly increasing sequence (nk)k of integers such that cn, > e. Fix an x X. Since cos(27rnkx an,) O, e4i(2rnkX--ank "'> 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that n k+l n k + and a n a by compactness of T. Thus e 8ri(nk+l-nDx 1, hence ll8(nk+ nk)xlk 0and (1) XD .
(2) There exists a strictly increasing sequence (nk)k ofintegers and a sequence e k 0 + such that (3) x_ U I'1 (x T; IInxll _< e}.
ito k>i There exists a strictly increasing sequence (nk) k Of integers such that x_ U f') {x T; IInxll < 2-k}.
The proof is easy. The property (2) is studied and generalized in Section 4.
It was introduced by N. Bary in order to give examples of .///0-sets [2] . In the preprint version of this paper, the question whether was asked. S. Konyagin has recently proved that [15] . Using the result of S. Konyagin, the proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 2.11 can be simplified.
(1) Finite sets are Dirichlet sets, so countable sets are D *-sets. But there exists a countable compact set which is not a Dirichlet set, for example {0} U {2-n; n >_ 1}. (3) T. W. K6rner proved the existence of a compact -set which is not an M/0-set [16] . We will extend his result in Theorem 2.6.
(4) In Proposition 1.9 we proved the inclusion of , in a'. The converse inclusion was recently proved by S. Konyagin [15] . (5) There exists a compact -set which is not an M/-set. This is Theorem 2.11.
(6) J. Arbault proved the existence of an M-set which is not an set [1] .
We will prove the existence of a compact d/Z-set which is not an L set in Theorem 2.8. The other values of e for a k 3 < <_ ak+ 3 are set equal to k, where 'k 0 or 1 and the determination of 'k depends on condition (*)k.
Because the values of e for a k + 1 <_ <_ pt, + m k are all equal and a k+l --ak k + 9 < j + 9, we have I I 2"*x I I < 2 ak-p'-mk "< SUp{ 2 3 -(j + 9), 2"*-+ + 3} < 2-J-6. This proposition follows directly from the next lemma, due to R. Lyons [20] , and which will be used again in Proposition 4.5. For all e > 0, there exists an integer n such that /z(X N Xn) >/z(X) e. In particular, r: , V'to-to, 4 , q(A) r. We will use this equivalence in Part 3.10.
The relation -< is a quasi-order (i.e., a reflexive and transitive relation) on the set of all monotone bases on to. Let -< be the associated strict (4) -< -r -< se's, rr +/-ff and 's +/-ft.
(5) (n-1) _ ff(n and 9 (n +/-ff( for each n > 2.
Iteration
To obtain the closure of a class under a Hausdorff operation, it is generally necessary to iterate this operation.
SYLVAIN KAHANE
Let ,9 r be a monotone basis on to and a hereditary class of subsets of a set E. The class '"-is defined by induction on the ordinal a"
The height of r, written ht(,gr), is the supremum, over all hereditary classes #', of the first a for which ("-= #,oo. Note that ht((1) 0, ht(tr) 1 and ht (2) to.
In most cases, we will see that '"-can be obtained with the single operation of a monotone basis on '. In the proof of Theorem 3.16, we will use the following lemma, which is a corollary of Lemma 2.13. LEMMA 3.17. Let (Oq)q be a sequence in (to) and A a subset of to such that (R)q(2 A) +oo for each q to. Let B A + [3, 5] Let B A + [-5, -3] for each n to and Q {q to; Vn to, Oq(2"-) < +oo}.
By the usual means, we can find a subset A of to such that: (1) A N B n is finite for each n to.
(2) (R)(2 A) +oo for each q Q.
Let B A + [3, 5] . Observe that B A n is finite for each n to. Now there exists a nq to such that Oq(2B"q)= q-oo for each q Q.
Consider a map p'to ---> to which associates nq to q Q and anything to q Q. Since r: c', there exists a P such that p(p)c -. Let A' A u U n e)Bn and B' A' + [3, 5] . The values of e are set equal to 0 for all B'. i3ut B n + [3, 5] A n + [-2, 2] , thus (Bn+ [3, 5] ) OAn,= for alln4=n'. Therefore B' n A,, B A,, is finite for each n q(P); thus n to; x En} -and x X H.(En). In particular, there exists a Sg/ set in D N lt/. which is not in M/ Proof Let ((R)q)q, be any sequence of elements of .,'(to) and let a be a countable ordinal. We will find x in X \ Hr(Go )with dyadic decomposition x Y'-i 1el 2-i for a suitable choice of el'S, eitaer 0 or 1.
Let B n ---A n + [-5, -3] for each n to and Q {q to; Vn to, (R)q(2") < +}. [3, 5] . Observe that B A n for each n Cc.
There exists a nq to such that (R)q(2n-) +oo for each q Q. Consider a map p" to to which associates n q to q Q and anything to q Q. Since aaC's rr,,, there exists a P .-r such that q(p)c aC's. Let A' --A U U n e)Bn and B' A' + [3, 5] . The ei's are set equal to 0 for all B'. But B n + [3, 5] Note that the H-sets (and so the Dff-sets) are sets of uniqueness [9] , [2] .
T. W. K6rner proved the existence of a compact /,C-set which is not a set of uniqueness (and so which is not an g:set) [17] .
Let us recall that ,///= N t. Proof. [5] . The pseudo-uniform convergence was considered in the present context by N. Bary [2] , J. Arbault [1] and Z. Bukovskfi [4] . 
